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ABSTRACT

Introduction Community health worker (CHW) interventions are promoted to improve maternal and newborn health in low-income and middle-income countries. We reviewed the evidence on their effectiveness in reducing socioeconomic inequities in maternal and newborn health outcomes, how they achieve these effects, and contextual processes that shape these effects. Methods We conducted a mixed-methods systematic review of quantitative and qualitative studies published between 1996 and 2017 in Medline, Embase, Web of Science and Scopus databases. We included studies examining the effects of CHW interventions in low-income and middle-income countries on maternal and newborn health outcomes across socioeconomic groups (wealth, occupation, education, class, caste or tribe and religion). We then conducted a narrative synthesis of evidence. Results We identified 1919 articles, of which 22 met the inclusion criteria. CHWs facilitated four types of interventions: home visits, community-based groups, cash transfers or combinations of these. Four studies found that CHWs providing home visits or facilitating women’s groups had equitable coverage. Four others found that home visits and cash transfer interventions had inequitable coverage. Five studies reported equitable effects of CHW interventions on antenatal care, skilled birth attendance and/or essential newborn care. One study found that a CHW home visit intervention did not reduce wealth inequities in skilled birth attendance. A study of women’s groups reported greater reductions in neonatal mortality among lower compared with higher socioeconomic groups. Equity was most improved when CHWs had relevant support for assisting women to improve health practices and access health care within community contexts. Conclusion While current evidence remains limited, particularly for mortality, existing studies suggest that CHW interventions involving home visits, cash transfers, participatory women’s groups or multiple components can improve equity in maternal and newborn health. Future mixed-methods research should explore intervention strategies and contextual processes shaping such effects on equity to optimise these efforts.

Key questions

What is already known?

► Systematic reviews have found that interventions with community health workers (CHWs) can improve maternal and newborn health in low-income and middle-income countries.

► Little is known about whether, how and in what contexts they reduce socioeconomic inequities in maternal and newborn health.

What are the new findings?

► We found that CHWs conducting home visits, facilitating community-based groups or enabling cash transfers had some success in reducing inequities in intervention coverage, behaviours and in a few studies, neonatal mortality across wealth, education and caste groups.

► Equity was most readily achieved when CHWs were well supported to assist families in decision-making and overcome barriers to accessing health services.

What do the new findings imply?

► Monitoring and evaluation must focus on whether equity in coverage follows through to equity in outcomes across the continuum of care for pregnancy, delivery and the postnatal period.

Research and practitioners should seek to better understand and address contextual processes that may otherwise undermine the ability of interventions to reduce inequities in maternal and newborn health between various socioeconomic groups.

INTRODUCTION

The Sustainable Development Goals have placed renewed emphasis on improving maternal and newborn health, calling for reductions in the global maternal mortality ratio (MMR) and neonatal mortality rate (NMR) to 70 per 100,000 live births and 12...
per 1000 live births, respectively, by 2030. Maternal and newborn deaths continue to be highest among the most socioeconomically disadvantaged families globally. Addressing these inequities is an ethical imperative and essential strategy for achieving overall improvements in survival. Reducing the NMR in the poorest wealth quintile to the level of the wealthiest quintile in low-income and middle-income countries (LMICs) could prevent nearly a quarter of neonatal deaths annually.

Community health workers (CHWs) may have great potential to reduce inequities in maternal and neonatal mortality between socioeconomic groups based on wealth, occupation, education, class, caste, tribe or religion. They have long been positioned at the frontlines in many countries’ efforts towards ensuring primary health care. They are also seen as central to achieving universal health coverage in line with the third Sustainable Development Goal. The WHO has defined CHWs as people who live and work in their communities, are selected by these communities and accountable to them, and may or may not be part of the health system. CHWs can include trained lay workers, health volunteers, community health agents, traditional births attendants and community midwives. A systematic review found that interventions with CHWs can improve birth outcomes in LMICs.

What do we know about the effects of CHW interventions on inequities in maternal and newborn health (MNH) and mortality in LMICs? Yuan et al’s systematic review identified three studies from Bangladesh showing that interventions where CHWs promoted immunisation services and made home visits improved equity in immunisation coverage between families with lower and higher education, and antenatal care and skilled birth attendance at home between wealth groups. However, these studies did not examine effects on maternal and neonatal mortality. McCollum et al reviewed evidence on access, uptake and quality of CHW programmes for maternal and newborn health, and found that improvements in the coverage of CHW services were equitable across socioeconomic groups in 3 out of 26 studies. They did not describe effects on equity in maternal and neonatal behavioural or mortality outcomes. Another review looked at the effects of community-based primary health care programmes on maternal, newborn and child health. It found that these programmes improved coverage of CHW home visits and essential newborn care equitably among poorer and less poor households.

No systematic review has explicitly examined the effects of CHW interventions on inequities from intervention coverage to behavioural and mortality outcomes across the MNH continuum of care in LMICs. In addition, no systematic review has ever focused on the intervention strategies through which these interventions may achieve their equitable effects or the contextual processes that shape these effects. Therefore, we conducted a mixed-methods systematic review to answer the following questions: What are the effects of CHW interventions on equity in maternal and newborn health in LMICs, how do they achieve these effects, and in what contexts?

**METHODS**

**Mixed-methods systematic review**

Traditional systematic review methods are not always well suited to consider how complex interventions achieve their effects. We chose to use a mixed-methods review that could include varied study designs to gather evidence on what works, as well as how and in what contexts. A mixed-methods review is apt for fulfilling our aim of understanding effects on equity across LMIC contexts where CHW interventions have relied on different intervention strategies to improve maternal and newborn health. Here, we consider intervention strategies to be the intentional elements of intervention design that seek to improve MNH. Contextual factors encompass the health care system, social, cultural, economic, political or geographical dynamics in the region of implementation, beyond the specific CHW intervention strategies, that may also shape the effects of interventions on inequities in maternal and newborn health.

**Search strategy**

AKB searched the Medline and Embase databases for medical literature, and Web of Science and Scopus for social science literature using the search terms (online supplementary table 1), guided by the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses-Equity (PRISMA-E) checklist. The search criteria were organised as follows: first, we used terms to describe different types of interventions implemented by CHWs, such as home visits and women’s groups. Second, we included terms related to maternal and newborn health outcomes during pregnancy, delivery and the neonatal period (0–28 days after birth). Third, we included terms to capture different dimensions of socioeconomic position, informed by the PROGRESS framework, including comparisons between different wealth, occupation, class, caste, tribe, religion and literacy or education levels. Finally, we used terms to describe LMICs. We used the Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) available in each database and manually added terms that were not available.

**Inclusion criteria**

We included articles on studies that: (1) examined socioeconomic differences in coverage or effects of CHW interventions in relation to maternal and newborn health outcomes; (2) included participants who were women that recently had a delivery, their families or CHWs in LMICs; (3) used experimental, quasi-experimental, observational or qualitative designs; and (4) were conducted after 1990 and published between 1 January 1996 and 30 August 2017. AKB and AP screened all abstracts and titles based on the criteria (online supplementary table 2). We then read full texts of all retrieved articles to identify those...
that included equity-related findings. We included articles on studies that compared interventions’ coverage or effects on outcomes by socioeconomic position quantitatively using experimental, quasi-experimental and observational designs, as well as those that used qualitative methods to explore intervention strategies and/or contextual factors influencing these effects. We discussed any discrepancies on the articles to include and came to a consensus.

**Synthesis of findings**

AKB and AP created a data extraction sheet and imported the full text of all articles that met the inclusion criteria into NVivo V.11.0 to code them (online supplementary table 3). We used narrative synthesis that followed an approach with three steps suggested by Petticrew and Roberts: (1) organising information into local categories; (2) analysing the findings for each of the codes on equity associations with CHW intervention exposure (to address what worked), and intervention strategies or contextual factors; and (3) synthesising findings for all the articles to determine themes on the important strategies through which interventions might have impacted equity in maternal and newborn health (to address how they worked), and the influence of contextual processes (to assess in what contexts they may have worked).

For the first step, after AP and AKB defined the codes in line with the extraction sheet, AKB conducted line-by-line coding. For the second step, AKB used matrix queries to descriptively summarise the results in tables on quantitative associations between intervention exposure and equity in the outcomes by the studies’ region, type of CHW intervention, outcome type (coverage, behavioural and mortality) and quality. This was also done for the intervention strategies and contextual factors that were described as related to equity effects in any quantitative or qualitative studies. AP reviewed the descriptions to ensure consistency with the extraction sheet to finalise the summaries. To fulfil step 3, AKB and AP discussed and compared the results on associations, intervention strategies and contextual factors by intervention type and outcome with the original texts with support from TAJH to come to a consensus on the final themes.

**Quality appraisal**

Petticrew and Roberts discuss the limitations of adhering strictly to a ‘hierarchy of evidence’ when appraising the quality of studies on complex health interventions, because relevant evidence can be drawn from studies with a range of different designs. Instead, they favour using a ‘typology of evidence’ and appraising studies according to criteria relevant to their design. Likewise, we used design-specific criteria to assess internal validity, external validity and trustworthiness of studies, adapted from Petticrew and Roberts (shown in table 1). AP and AKB agreed on codes for each of the quality criteria, which AKB used in line-by-line coding, as the basis for weighting each study as ‘low’, ‘moderate’ or ‘high’ quality. We described quality as ‘low’ if there were substantial issues in relation to any of the criteria in table 1. We described quality as ‘moderate’ if the study addressed all relevant quality components and discussed strategies to address any issues that weakened the study. Finally, ‘high quality’ was assigned if the design was clearly described and had no substantive issues relating to the criteria.

**Patient and public involvement statement**

No patients or members of the public were involved in this study.

### Table 1 Systematic review quality appraisal checklist

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quality measure</th>
<th>Components</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Internal validity**            | ► Randomisation, blinding and sampling done soundly  
► Valid measures and instruments  
► Control versus treatment groups with comparable characteristics, drop-outs not systematically different  
► Appropriate means of analysis including multiple statistical tests, post hoc or subgroups  
► Discussion of confounders and how treated  
► Study design fit-for-purpose—the design matches the research questions being asked and answered |
| **External validity**            | ► Context described clearly, and attention to effect modification related to intervention  
► Discussion of interactions or selection biases  
► Replicated in different settings, populations, long duration or among large sample size (with sufficient power)  
► Summary of results clear |
| **Trustworthiness and transferability** (qualitative studies) | ► Clear links between data, interpretation and conclusion  
► Detailed description of methods and analysis techniques  
► Quotes and in-depth, rich description  
► Sample represents diverse views or across populations and contexts, interventions clearly described  
► Clarity on the assumptions/ theoretical perspectives/ values or positionality of researchers |


RESULTS

The search yielded 1919 unique articles (figure 1). Of these, 165 articles were identified after title and abstract screening, of which 22 met the inclusion criteria after full-text screening.

Online supplementary table 4 shows details of study designs, results of the quality appraisal and an overview of equity findings. The quantitative and qualitative studies investigated interventions in South Asia (n=15), Africa (n=2), Latin America (n=1), Southeast Asia (n=2) or multiple countries (n=2), as shown in figure 2. The interventions described in these articles fell into four broad types: home visits; community-based groups; cash transfers; mixed interventions involving multiple components, such as community meetings, media campaigns or community midwives. Some articles reported on the same interventions: four on participatory women’s groups in Northeast India, three on participatory women’s groups in Nepal, and two on local stakeholder group interventions in Vietnam.

Equity in coverage and effects on behaviours and mortality

We categorised results from articles included in the review as follows: ‘pro-equitable’ meant that increases in coverage and/or intervention effects were greater among lower socioeconomic groups; ‘equitable’ meant increases in coverage or effects on outcomes were not significantly different between socioeconomic groups; ‘mixed’ described pro-equitable or equitable effects for some outcomes and/or dimensions of socioeconomic position but not others; ‘inequitable’ meant that coverage and/or effects were greater among socioeconomic groups defined as higher compared with lower.

Out of the 15, nine quantitative articles reported on equity in coverage of CHW interventions, two of which reported on the same trial (recorded once in figure 3). Evidence on coverage was varied, with four studies reporting equitable or pro-equitable coverage (three articles on home visits, one article reporting on seven women’s group trials in Asia and Africa), three reporting mixed coverage (all three on home visits) and one article reporting inequitable coverage (cash transfers provided by CHWs).

Eight of the 15 articles reported effects on maternal and newborn health-related behaviours by socioeconomic position. The majority (six) of these articles reported equitable or pro-equitable effects: two articles on home visits, two articles on participatory women’s groups based on six randomised controlled trials in Asia and Africa (reported once in figure 3), one on cash transfers and one on a mixed intervention. Two studies on home visits reported mixed equity effects.

Figure 1 Flow chart depicting the selection of studies.

Figure 2 Number of articles reporting on each type of CHW intervention by region. CHW, community health worker.

Figure 3 Number of studies reporting equity effects for different types of community interventions and outcomes. CHW, community health worker.
Two articles based on six randomised controlled trials of a women’s group intervention reported pro-equitable effects on neonatal mortality across socioeconomic groups (recorded once in figure 3). One trial evaluating community stakeholder groups also reported a pro-poor improvement in NMR in intervention compared with control areas among wealth quintiles but not education or ethnicity groups. One study of a national community health programme (in figure 3 included under ‘Mixed interventions’) found that the density of CHWs in poor areas had no association with NMR, whereas in richer areas there was an association with higher neonatal mortality.

Online supplementary table 5 presents detailed results from equity-related analyses in the 15 quantitative studies. We describe effects for each of these types of interventions below.

Home visits
Seven studies focused on home visits by CHWs: six in South Asia and one in sub-Saharan Africa. Six of them reported on equity in intervention coverage. Baqui et al’s moderate quality study in Uttar Pradesh, India found that coverage of at least one antenatal home visit improved from 10.7% to 51.4% and was more equitable in the intervention area over three years (change in Concentration Index (CoI) −0.172 (95% CI −0.200 to 0.143)) compared with control area (change in CoI 0.058 (95% CI 0.020 to 0.095)) based on wealth quintiles. A moderate quality study on misoprostol distribution by CHWs in one district of Nepal reported greater proportionate gains in coverage among the poorest two quintiles, though this remained slightly higher among the highest wealth quintile (p=0.049); there were no significant differences in coverage by literacy at endline. Conversely, a moderate quality study on home visits by CHWs (Anganwadi workers and Accredited Social Health Activists, ASHAs) in Bihar, India reported that CHWs’ provision of immunisation was higher in more educated versus less educated households (OR 1.39 (95% CI 1.05 to 1.82), p=0.02), while was higher in more educated versus less educated households.

India reported that CHWs’ provision of immunisation (ASHAs) to make home visits and counsel on birth preparation led to equitable improvements between wealth quintiles but not control districts. Four articles reported the equity effects of CHW home visits on behaviours, with two having pro-equitable and two having mixed equitable effects. A moderate quality, quasi-experimental study of an Integrated Nutrition and Health Programme in Uttar Pradesh, India found that receiving at least one home visit from any CHW was associated with improved equity between wealth quintiles for many MNH behaviours—including having at least one antenatal check-up (change in CoI −0.172 (95% CI −0.200 to −0.143)), birth and emergency preparedness (change in CoI −0.095 (95% CI −0.144 to −0.047)), skilled birth attendance (change in CoI −0.095 (95% CI −0.128 to −0.063)), at least one postnatal check-up (change in CoI −0.225 (95% CI −0.289 to −0.161)) and clean cord care (change in CoI −0.106 (95% CI −0.125 to −0.087))—in intervention but not control districts. Health care utilisation became slightly more equitable between wealth quintiles but remained low. Similarly, a pre–post study of moderate quality in Bangladesh in which CHWs provided referrals for complications, financial support for delivery and counselling led to equitable improvements between the highest and lowest wealth quintiles after two years in receipt of four or more antenatal visits (change in CoI −0.268 (95% CI −0.368 to −0.168)), skilled birth attendance at home (change in CoI −0.094 (95% CI −0.190 to 0.002)) and delivery in public facilities (change in CoI −0.228 (95% CI −0.620 to 0.160)). Seth et al’s moderate quality study in Uttar Pradesh reported equitable effects between wealth and literacy groups, but not by caste or religion. Having any ASHA contact was independently associated with increased odds of having four or more ANC visits among women who were non-Muslim (OR 1.85 (95% CI 1.33 to 2.58)) and of low wealth status (OR 2.24 (95% CI 1.66 to 3.03)). Having any ASHA contact was independently associated with increased odds of having a facility delivery among women who were of low wealth status (OR 2.11 (95% CI 1.71 to 2.60)) and not literate (OR 2.34 (95% CI 1.83 to 3.02)) and to a lesser extent those who were literate (OR 1.33 (95% CI 1.02 to 1.71)). Callaghan-Koru et al’s lower quality study of Malawi’s HSAs making home visits also found that, by endline, the proportion of women from lower compared with higher wealth quartiles increased equitably for

quality due to a small sample and no comparison area. One lower quality, repeat cross-sectional study in Malawi examined the effects of the government’s Community-based Maternal and Newborn Care programme that trained lay CHWs called Health Surveillance Assistants (HSAs) to make home visits and counsel on birth preparation, complication readiness and essential newborn care. They found that coverage of at least one antenatal home visit remained significantly higher among women in the highest (42.8%) compared with lowest (29.0%) wealth quintiles at endline in intervention districts (CoI 0.079 (95% CI 0.922 to 0.170)). Overall, two studies showed pro-equitable coverage, one reported equitable coverage, while three showed mixed equity in coverage (between some but not other socioeconomic groups).
institutional delivery (change in CoI −0.059 (95% CI −0.098 to −0.020)) and breastfeeding within one hour after delivery (change in CoI −0.038 (95% CI −0.073 to −0.003)). The proportion of infants bathed after six or more hours improved equitably (change in CoI −0.041 (95% CI −0.095 to −0.014)) by endline.

In summary, in five South Asian settings and one African setting, coverage of home visits was most often equitable between wealth quintiles and sometimes education level. Three of four studies showed that CHW home visit interventions had equitable effects on behaviours like antenatal care, skilled birth attendance and home-based newborn care between wealth groups. No studies reported effects on neonatal mortality between socioeconomic groups.

Conditional cash transfers
One study from Nepal found moderately strong evidence that coverage of a cash incentive offered by CHWs for giving birth at government hospitals was higher among wealthier than poorer women, likely because the study found they delivered in facilities more often.26

With respect to the equity effects on maternal and newborn health-related behaviours, a cross-sectional study of moderate quality in Bangladesh provided evidence that after being recruited by a CHW to receive a voucher for maternal health services, the adjusted marginal effect was stronger for women in the poorest wealth quintile compared with the higher four quintiles receiving any antenatal check-ups (43% (25%–61%) vs 22% (13%–30%)), skilled delivery (68% (55%–81%) vs 42% (33%–50%)) and postnatal check-ups (25% (13%–38%) vs 17% (10%–25%)).36

Based on the limited evidence, cash transfers had mixed equity in coverage and effects on behaviours for women of lower compared with higher socioeconomic positions in South Asia, while evidence on mortality effects was absent.

Community-based group interventions
Two articles reported on coverage of community-based group interventions by socioeconomic position from high-quality trials.26, 28 The first of these articles, in Jharkhand and Odisha states, eastern India, reported that coverage improved from 11% and 15% to 59% and 52% among the most and less marginalised (in terms of literacy, poverty/asset ownership and caste status), respectively.26 The second article, based on seven cluster randomised controlled trials in Nepal, India, Bangladesh and Malawi, showed that women’s group coverage was equitable, with slightly lower attendance among the most educated (OR 0.92 (95% CI 0.44 to 1.93)) and wealthiest (OR 1.19 (95% CI 0.62 to 2.29)) women in all sites.26

Two articles reported the effects of group interventions on maternal and newborn health behaviours by socioeconomic group, both of high quality.27, 28 One article was based on a randomised trial of participatory women’s groups in India,28 and another on a meta-analysis of six randomised trials of such groups in India, Nepal, Bangladesh and Malawi27 (which included the trial reported in Houweling et al’s high-quality meta-analysis of six trials of women’s group interventions found that the intervention led to a 63% decline (95% CI 48% to 73%) in the NMR among the most marginalised (illiterate and poorest wealth quintile), compared with a 35% decline (95% CI 15% to 50%) among the less marginalised.27 A high-quality cluster randomised controlled trial in Vietnam studied the Neonatal Health—Knowledge Into Practice (NeoKIP) group interventions, in which local stakeholders (commune health staff, women’s union members, lay health workers and local decision makers) discussed, developed and implemented strategies to improve maternal and newborn health.31 The intervention led to a 44% reduction (OR 0.56 (95% CI 0.36 to 0.89)) in neonatal mortality in the third intervention year. This effect was pro-equitable by wealth status, with a 69% reduction (OR 0.31 (95% CI 0.15 to 0.66), p<0.001) in neonatal mortality for poor households but no significant reduction for non-poor households. Conversely, there was a 50% (95% CI 0.28% to 0.90%) reduction in neonatal mortality among infants of women with at least primary education compared with an insignificant reduction among infants of women with less than primary education. The study found no differential effects between minority versus Kinh ethnic groups.

Mixed interventions
Two studies examined the effects of mixed CHW interventions involving both individual and group-based interventions as well as community skilled birth attendants (CSBAs) on equity in maternal and newborn health behaviours.40, 42 The first was a moderate quality pre-post study of an integrated maternal health intervention in a rural sub-district of Bangladesh, which involved governmental and non-governmental partners to train CSBAs for six months in providing basic skilled delivery care at home, equip them with a clean delivery kit and link them to referral health facilities.40 They also developed Community Support Groups to host regular meetings, inform community members about the CSBA programme, and involve them in identifying and visiting pregnant women every month. The study found that in
areas with lower compared with higher household wealth status and access to services, there were greater increases in the proportion of women having four or more antenatal checkups (OR 7.2 (95% CI 3.6 to 14.3) vs 1.9 (95% CI 1.1 to 3.3)) and delivery from a skilled provider (OR 4.0 (95% CI 3.3 to 7.2) vs 1.7 (95% CI 1.3 to 2.3)) after three years of intervention.30

One study on Brazil’s ‘Single Health System’ (Sistema Unico de Saude) found mixed results, as the presence of CHWs in poor areas where more than half of the population was below the poverty line was not associated with lower neonatal mortality, but there was a 1.25% reduction in neonatal mortality with every increase of one CHW per 1000 people overall.42 This study was of low quality, with an ecological design that did not account for individual-level characteristics or different CHW roles and training levels.42

**Intervention strategies and contextual processes**

The studies included in the review discussed intervention strategies and contextual processes underlying the equity effects of CHW interventions. We categorised these within four themes: CHW characteristics and intervention strategies; health care system; community processes and support; and political, socioeconomic and geographical processes.

**Community health worker characteristics and intervention strategies**

In moderate quality studies of home visits and participatory women’s groups, CHWs’ characteristics contributed to achieving equitable maternal and newborn health outcomes, including their residence, familiarity and ability to build relationships in the village, and degree of similarity in socioeconomic characteristics. According to a moderately strong qualitative study from Kenya, community midwives’ local residence and presence in the social networks of women and families contributed to improved skilled birth attendance and protective home-based care practices across socioeconomic groups.43 A moderate quality qualitative study from Nepal also found that local residence of CHWs was linked to improvements in behavioural and mortality outcomes, especially among remote, low caste or poorer groups.29 A qualitative study of moderate quality in Haryana, India described how CHWs providing behaviour change communication during home visits, as well as support to access ambulance services and incentives, had increased the number of poor women delivering at free public facilities, where the MMR and NMR had also been reducing.44 One low quality study reported that when the female CHW and women she visited were of similar social status (most often by caste or religion), there was higher uptake of protective health practices.34 In a high-quality mixed-methods study in Pakistan, CHWs usually gave more attention to lower caste women with less ‘social distance’ from themselves, while their services were declined by higher castes.45 Conversely, a high-quality qualitative study from Pakistan found that community midwives tended to be from wealthy families, and interacted less often with poorer women.46

Studies of moderate quality discussed how intervention strategies such as supportive supervision, job aids to provide regular feedback and reporting, and strong relationships with governmental or non-governmental partners providing technical support all contributed to equitable improvements in skilled birth attendance and essential newborn care practices by wealth status (community midwives in Kenya and home visits in India), as well as equitable improvements in neonatal mortality by wealth and literacy (women’s groups in Nepal).29 32 43 However, CHWs’ ability to improve equitable coverage and effects were reduced by heavy workloads, low education levels or shortages in CHW recruitment.29 32 43 44 In a low-quality study in India, CHWs' ability to improve equitable coverage and effects was also affected by the low ratio of CHWs to the population.34 Studies of high and moderate quality on participatory women’s groups found that ‘soft-targeting’ heightened equitable coverage by proactively ensuring that those from lower socioeconomic groups could attend and benefit from meetings, holding meetings near the homes of poorer, more illiterate tribal families and at convenient times, ensuring people felt that membership was not exclusive, and developing accessible tools to use during meetings.25 26 29 30

**Health care system**

Low health facility availability and quality seemed to widely underpin enduring inequities in coverage, care seeking and utilisation of services across contexts and intervention types.29 30 32 42 Moderate quality studies found that even with cash transfers as incentives, high indirect costs were a barrier to institutional delivery in Nepal and Kenya.36 43 The provision of supplies, equipment and professional health care workers was generally poorer in villages with lower resources.32 42 44 Moderate quality qualitative studies from India and Vietnam found that poor training of nurses and doctors, as well as language barriers or discrimination against patients—which occurred more in ethnically diverse and remote communities—led to bad experiences in hospital, which in turn prevented the care seeking promoted by community-based groups.25 30 Conversely, a low-quality study in Malawi stated that training government hospital staff likely reinforced the effects of home visits in improving newborn care practices, especially among the poorest who were more likely to use public rather than private services.33 Gupta *et al’s* moderate quality study in Haryana, India found that improved availability of free medicines had supported CHWs’ efforts to increase institutional deliveries among poor families, though some still opted to deliver at home due to fear of poor quality medicines and mistreatment from staff at government hospitals.14
Community processes and support

Studies of cash transfer and community-based group interventions discussed how the degree of community support played a role in hindering or enhancing equity effects. One moderate quality study suggested that families’ growing acceptance of the Bangladesh voucher programme played a role in improving women’s skilled birth attendance, antenatal and postnatal care among the lowest vs highest quintile groups. NeoKIP trial studies of high and moderate quality considered the role of community stakeholder groups in devising and implementing actions to address neonatal mortality, which led to reduced wealth-based inequities but increased educational inequities in neonatal mortality. They discussed how the groups were largely comprised of poorer members who developed actions to enhance knowledge levels more often than change practices. Hence, they posited that more educated women may have been able to benefit most from knowledge-based approaches even if they were targeted to the poorest or minority groups. Among participatory women’s groups, the social process of learning and acting together was found to reduce neonatal mortality most among those with lower socioeconomic positions. Community engagement by members (ie, talking to non-members) led to a diffusion of practices to prevent neonatal deaths among non-members. Many of their approaches to overcome contextual barriers were practical, such as removing transport or affordability constraints.

Political, economic and geographical processes

A moderate quality study of a community midwife intervention in Bangladesh found that large distances to health facilities for rural and remote dwellers reduced pregnant women’s receipt of misoprostol, care seeking and safe delivery. A moderate quality study on conditional cash transfer interventions facilitated by CHWs found that families still incurred out-of-pocket expenses for service fees, laboratory tests, drugs, transportation or gifts to providers, even after receiving the incentive, placing a disproportionate burden on the poorest. Studies in Brazil (low quality), India, Nepal and Vietnam (moderate quality) discussed how high levels of poverty, and lack of political will, infrastructure and resources countered the effects of home visit and group-based interventions on health care utilisation and neonatal mortality. Limited health care utilisation after women’s group interventions was attributed in part to geographical barriers to facilities in India and Bangladesh. Political instability and limited infrastructure and supplies, road closures and unsafe environments reduced care seeking in a women’s group intervention in the Nepali context according to a moderate quality study. They highlighted challenges in addressing intractable political structures shaping socioeconomic inequities.

DISCUSSION

This review found that there have been a small number of studies on the ability of CHW interventions to equitably achieve coverage and improve behavioural or mortality outcomes for maternal and newborn health between those of higher and lower socioeconomic position in LMICs. Coverage was pro-equitable in some but not all studies of CHW home visit and cash transfer interventions, and was equitable in women’s group trials. Improved equity in behaviours and mortality was most evident in studies of CHWs providing home visits and facilitating participatory women’s groups, particularly in home-based practices more than care seeking. This was more often observed between wealth quintiles and education than ethnicity or religion, and never examined by occupation groups. The results of this review have several implications for research and practice. First, researchers must increasingly consider the ways in which contextual factors, such as levels of poverty, political support or geographical barriers, interface with maternal and newborn health inequities between socioeconomic position groups. Second, there is a need to extend the study of equity from a focus on intervention coverage through to achieving equity in outcomes across the continuum of care. Finally, there is a need to better understand how socioeconomic inequities in maternal and newborn health may be addressed through better integration of facility-based and community-level efforts.

The review showed that CHW interventions have been most often linked to improved equity in the distribution of maternal and newborn health outcomes between wealth or education, and less often caste/tribe, religion or ethnicity groups. However, multiple dimensions of socioeconomic position and their role in shaping maternal and newborn health inequities are likely to be interlinked, as well as reinforced by political, socioeconomic and cultural factors. In this review, studies on each type of intervention showed that CHWs could change individuals’ behaviours equitably. A few that examined women’s group interventions’ influence on wider community norms showed how income or education inequities commingled with community-level issues like social discrimination, but also that community engagement with village leaders helped change norms that had previously prevented poorer young women’s attendance and optimal health practices. Still, there is little evidence that CHW interventions can overcome the influence of structural determinants like low education, poverty, poor infrastructure or limited political will that arguably fuel existing socioeconomic inequities, and seemed to underlie poorer health care quality in all regions in this review. Bishai et al’s analyses found that half of the reductions in the maternal and neonatal mortality across 146 LMICs between 1990 and 2010 were related to health sector-related improvements while the other half was attributable to improvements in non-health sectors, including economic growth, governance, education, infrastructure, water and sanitation. Future research employing both quantitative and qualitative methods should, therefore, investigate maternal and newborn health inequities in terms of multiple...
characteristics of socioeconomic position at once, and how the efforts of CHW interventions to address these inequities may be supported through investments in non-health sectors. 29,53

A second aspect of the review with research and policy implications is that most studies focused on equity in coverage and behaviours, yet there remains a paucity of evidence on equity impacts for maternal and neonatal mortality. While previous reviews found that there were effects of home visits or women’s group interventions on mortality overall, they did not detect subgroup differences, and we found that only a few studies on participatory women’s groups linked improved equity in coverage to equity in behaviours or mortality. 25,28 This could relate to an inadequacy of conventional methodologies, or an implicit theoretical assumption that equity is achieved once everyone has access, by giving equal freedom of choice to enact healthy behaviours, but not also prioritising equitable realisation of health outcomes. 12,46,54 Future studies should focus on CHW interventions’ equity effects across the continuum of care, particularly including mortality. 55

Finally, while there is a working assumption that CHWs can redress widespread gaps in formal care in low-resource settings, this review underlines that linkages with the formal health care system are crucial not only in achieving effectiveness but also equity in maternal and newborn health outcomes. 12 Past studies of community interventions’ overall effectiveness for maternal and newborn health have found that both home-based care practices and care seeking have generally been improved, 49,56 while our review showed that the latter was not achieved as equitably as the former. Many interventions relied heavily on demand generation as the main strategy, with a focus on mobilising people to use services. The challenges that some home visiting as well as community-based group interventions experienced for heightening care seeking equitably, particularly in more remote regions, calls into question the ability of CHWs to overcome supply-side health system barriers playing out across the ‘time’ dimension (prenatal to postnatal period) of the continuum of care, as well as the ‘space dimension’ between community-family care and facility-based clinical services. 9,12 These contextual challenges underscore the urgent need to support CHWs’ efforts by addressing, rather than compensating for, gaps in formal health services’ accessibility, availability, quality and affordability. 12,48 More multilevel analyses to consider how equity effects on maternal and newborn health outcomes are influenced by health system issues in different locales, like the degree that adequate provision of supplies, health personnel and delivery points are available or accessible, will likewise be needed. Implementation research would also be valuable to understand how stronger linkages between community interventions and facility-based clinical care may be able to reduce inequities. 57

This mixed-methods review has some strengths and limitations. Our inclusion of both quantitative and qualitative studies helped to assess whether CHW intervention strategies have worked to reduce inequities in maternal and newborn health, as well as how and in what contexts they have worked. We also included studies of equity in interventions’ coverage and their effects on equity in behaviours and mortality. However, by including a range of study designs, we were not able to use statistical methods to compare the quantitative results because the results often had little methodological comparability. Another limitation was that the initial analysis stage of coding the articles was not completed by multiple authors in tandem due to logistical constraints. We aimed to reduce the bias that this could have caused by ensuring that two authors interacted with the raw coded text to synthesise the results on what works, and having all authors discuss results in relation to the original texts in the process of developing themes on how and in what contexts. There may have been some publication bias favouring positive results, as equity analysis may constitute a step beyond effectiveness studies that researchers would not take if found ineffective. Still, some studies reported negative or mixed effects on equity. There was limited programme and contextual detail in many studies. The grey literature could have provided more information about this, but would have yielded an unwieldy amount of information given the necessarily wide inclusion criteria for study designs. However, the use of narrative synthesis helped to explore intervention strategies and contextual processes.

CONCLUSION

This review aimed to address the crucial need to understand what evidence exists on CHW interventions’ effects on equity in maternal and newborn health, and particularly the intervention strategies and contextual processes shaping them. Though evidence was somewhat limited, it showed that CHW interventions have equitably improved maternal and newborn health service utilisation or home-based practices, and even reduced inequities in neonatal mortality in some contexts. There is still much to be done to consider multiple socioeconomic dimensions contributing to health inequities and their roots in contextual processes, whether equitable coverage follows through to equity in behaviours and especially mortality, and the effects of integrating CHW activities with wider health system strengthening activities. The review provides hope that when CHW interventions are supported by purposive soft-targeting and linkages with community and health system actors, they can play a key role in improving equity in maternal and newborn health.
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